ADJUDICATION APPLICATIONS (AA)
NO

Was a valid PS
given?

YES

If PS is less than
the Claimed
Amount

If the Resp fails to
pay whole or any part
of scheduled amount
by Due Date for
Payment¹

If the Resp fails to pay
whole or any part of
claimed amount by
Due Date for

Claimant may
apply for
adjudication of PC
(s79(1)(b))4

Claimant may
apply for
adjudication of PC
(s79(1)(a))4

Claimant may
apply for
adjudication of PC
(s79(1)(a))4

Application must
be made within 30
bus days of
receiving PS
(s79(2)(b)(iii))

Application must be
made within 20 bus
days after Due Date
for Payment¹
(79(2)(b)(ii))

Application must
be made within 30
bus days after the
later of:

Respondent may
provide an
Adjudication
Response (s24(1))

the Due Date for
Payment¹
(s79(2)(b)(i)(A))

If it is a Standard Payment Claim
- must be provided within later of
10 bus days of AA or 7 bus days
of adjudicator's acceptance of AA
(s83(1))

If it is a Complex Payment Claim must be provided within later of 15
bus days of AA or 12 bus days of
adjudicator's acceptance of AA
(s83(2)) but may request EOT of
up to 15 bus days extra from

AR cannot include
any new reasons
to withhold
payment (s82(4))3

AR cannot include
any new reasons
to withhold
payment (s82(4))3

Adjudicator's decision is due 10
bus days after AR is provided or
could have been provided
(s85(1)(a)) unless EOT agreed

Adjudicator's decision is due 15
bus days after AR is provided or
could have been provided
(s85(1)(b)) unless EOT agreed5

the last day that a
PS could be given
(s79(2)(b)(i)(B))

Respondent is NOT
permitted to provide
an Adjudication
Response (s82(2))2

Adjudicator's decision is due 10
bus days after AR is provided or
could have been provided
(s85(1)(a)) if Standard PC or 15
bus days after AR is provided or
could have been provided
(s85(1)(b)) if Complex PC unless

1

Due Date for Payment is determined by s73 of the BIF Act.
However, the Respondent is always permitted to provide an Adjudication Response to the adjudicator that addresses the reasons why the Payment Claim (and, therefore, the Adjudication Application) is not
valid.
3
However, the Respondent is always permitted to include reasons in the Adjudication Response that address the reasons why the Payment Claim (and, therefore, the Adjudication Application) is not valid even if
those matters were not included in the Payment Schedule.
4
Adjudication Application must be made in the approved form and by 5pm on the last day that it can be made even if lodged online.
5
Adjudicator is entitled to an extra 5 business days to decide a complex payment claim even if the parties do not agree to the additional time.
2
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